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Abstract
Locating areas where genetic change is inhibited can illuminate underlying processes that drive
evolution of pathogens. The persistence of highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza in Vietnam
since 2003, and the continuous molecular evolution of Vietnamese avian influenza viruses,
indicates that local environmental factors are supportive not only of incidence but also of viral
adaptation. This article explores whether gene flow is constant across Vietnam, or whether there
exist boundary areas where gene flow exhibits discontinuity. Using a dataset of 125 highly
pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza viruses, principal components analysis and wombling analysis
are used to indicate the location, magnitude, and statistical significance of genetic boundaries.
Results show that a small number of geographically minor boundaries to gene flow in highly
pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza viruses exist in Vietnam, but that overall there is little division
in genetic exchange. This suggests that differences in genetic characteristics of viruses from one
region to another are not the result of barriers to H5N1 viral exchange in Vietnam, and that H5N1
avian influenza is able to spread relatively unimpeded across the country.
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Background
Avian influenza viruses can undergo dramatic changes in genetic sequence across short
temporal and spatial distances. This ability for rapid molecular evolution enables avian
influenza viruses to overcome host immunological responses and to more easily transmit
from infected to susceptible host (Muramoto et al. 2006; Neumann and Kawaoka 2006;
Smith et al. 2006). Tracking the evolution of avian influenza viruses is vital to define
prevention and control measures, and detect areas where gene flow is blocked can illuminate
how viral evolution is affected by landscape features.
Highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza has been continuously circulating in poultry
populations and also caused sporadic human cases in Vietnam since 2001. Multiple cultural
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and environmental factors in Southeast Asia, such as maintenance of backyard poultry
flocks and the popularity of live bird markets, allow H5N1 to persist despite government
vaccination campaigns and other containment efforts (Nguyen et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2006;
Cristalli and Capua 2007). At least six new genotypes unique to Vietnam emerged from
2003 to 2008, and more new H5N1 subtypes are continuously emerging (Wan et al. 2008;
Nguyen et al. 2009; Davis et al. 2010; FAO 2011).
Genetic diversity is reliant on limited genetic exchange among populations and either
selection pressures in local-level environments, resulting in reassortment, which could lead
to antigenic shift, or random mutations, which could lead to antigenic drift (Barbujani and
Sokal 1990). Identifying boundaries to gene flow, common in ecology and in population
genetics, is useful to generate hypotheses about underlying processes that drive viral
incidence and evolution (Jacquez et al. 2000). Difference boundaries, hereafter referred to as
either barriers or boundaries, are located in spatial zones of rapid genetic change, and
indicate the presence of either a sharp environmental transition and/or a low rate of viral
exchange (Barbujani et al., 1989).
Analysis of non-H5N1 avian influenza viruses in North America suggests that gene flow is
restricted across migratory flyways (Lam et al. 2011). Previous studies of H5N1 avian
influenza suggest that political borders can act as boundaries to gene flow, and that not all
viral strains are able to spread across the Eurasian landscape (Wallace and Fitch 2008). The
presence or the absence of similar filtering boundaries within Vietnam itself has never been
established, however, leaving unanswered questions about how H5N1 influenza gene flow
varies across the country. The genetic characteristics of H5N1 viruses in Vietnam have also
been shown to have distinct spatial and temporal patterning, varying between northern and
southern provinces (Carrel et al. 2010). The patterns observed were hypothesized to be
driven by the distinct regional patterning of human and bird populations, with high
population densities in the Red River and Mekong River deltas and the major cities of Hanoi
and Ho Chi Minh City. However, whether the genetic differences observed between
northern and southern isolates is driven by the blockage of genetic exchange due to
comparatively low human and bird population densities in central Vietnam, or some other
underlying variable, is still unknown.
Here we seek to explore whether there exist significant boundaries to H5N1 avian influenza
genetic exchange. Specifically, is the genetic drift of H5N1 viruses in Vietnam impeded in
space or time by barriers? Or do H5N1 avian influenza viruses drift unimpeded across the
landscape?
Data and Methods
To investigate the potential presence of barriers to gene flow, a dataset consisting of 125
highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza viruses isolated across Vietnam from 2003 to 2007
was adapted from our previous study (see Table S1 in Carrel et al. 2010 for GenBank
accession codes). These viruses were primarily found in domestic poultry, such as chickens
and ducks, but were also sampled from other domestic bird species, such as quail, and from
the environment, usually bird feces or cages containing birds. For each virus there exists
location data on the province where the virus was found (representing 28 of Vietnam’s 63
provinces) and the year in which the virus was sampled, as well as a full-length or at least
90% of the full-length genetic sequence for each segment. These viruses genetically belong
to the Clade 1 and genotype VN3 (A/duck/HongKong/821/2002 (H5N1)-like virus), and no
reassortment events were observed among these 125 isolates (Wan et al. 2008).
Two genetic distance measures were generated from the dataset via a maximum likelihood
phylogenetic tree constructed using nucleotide sequences. First, patristic genetic distance for
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each of the eight gene segments in the 125 viruses from the ancestral Hong Kong virus (a
“straight line” genealogical distance) was calculated using PATRISTIC (Fourment and
Gibbs 2006). Patristic distance indicates a total amount of genetic change that exists
between genetic sequences by summing the lengths of branches in the phylogenetic tree
between two viruses. Second, a 125 × 125 matrix of genetic distances between viruses was
generated, also using PATRISTIC (Fourment and Gibbs 2006). Thus, for each virus we have
not only its genetic distance from the putative progenitor virus but also the distance from
every other virus in the dataset.
The eight straight line genetic distances were used as variables in a principal components
analysis (PCA). PCA is used to explore the underlying structure of a dataset, and works by
converting the observed values on a set number of possibly correlated variables into a new
set of values for uncorrelated principal component variables. This data transformation
results in a first principal component (or factor) that accounts for as much variance in the
observed dataset as possible, a second principal component that is uncorrelated with the first
and accounts for as much remaining variability as possible, and so on. The number of
principal components that exist is always less than or equal to the original number of
variables in the dataset. Each data observation was assigned a score for each factor detected.
PCA on the 125 observations of eight genetic distance measures was conducted in SPSS
using a correlation method, varimax rotation, returning only principal components with
Eigenvalues >1. Factor scores for each of the 125 viruses were graphed according to the
region in which each virus was isolated (northern Vietnam versus southern Vietnam) and the
year of incidence. This allowed for exploration of whether sharp distinctions in PCA scores
could be observed across these categories, indicating the presence of potential regional or
temporal genetic dissimilarity and, by extension, the existence of genetic discontinuity due
to boundaries.
Previous studies of genetic discontinuity have indicated that areas of sharp change in a
smoothed map of PCA factor scores can signal the presence of boundaries to gene flow
(Brierley et al. 1995; Piertney et al. 1998). Factor scores for each of the 125 viruses from the
first two principal components were mapped across Vietnam using a geographic information
system (GIS) and an inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation method. IDW is a more
appropriate interpolation method than kriging for this dataset given the irregular spacing of
the data. Viruses were grouped according to the province of isolation, and then a province-
level factor score for each principal component was calculated by averaging across all
viruses in each province. These average factor scores were then assigned to the geographic
center of the province in the GIS. IDW interpolation methods were then used to generate a
smoothed map of average factor scores across Vietnam, enabling observation of areas of
steep changes in PCA scores.
Wombling is one of the original methods used for delineation of barriers to gene flow.
Womble (1951) proposed that when examining genetic cline across geographic space,
boundaries to genetic exchange exist where the cline exhibits steep gradients (Womble
1951). Detecting areas of steep slopes of genetic change can illuminate places where gene
flow is inhibited by environmental or other features. In wombling, there is no constraint on
the position, orientation, or shape of detected boundaries (Barbujani and Sokal 1990).
Neither wombling nor mapping of PCA scores to determine boundaries to gene flow have
previously been applied to the genetics of H5N1 avian influenza, although these methods
have been used to study genetic features of other infectious diseases such as rabies and non-
infectious diseases such as leukemia (Real et al. 2005; Wheeler and Waller 2008; Jacquez
2010).
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The geographic scale at which the influenza data were collected led to several different
viruses being assigned to the same geographic location at the center of the province of
isolation. In the PCA analysis, the scores for viruses taking place in the same province were
averaged before being mapped. In contrast, before conducting the wombling boundary
analysis, the average genetic distance for each province on all eight gene segments was
calculated by collapsing the 125 × 125 distance matrices into 28 × 28 distance matrices, with
one row/column for each of the 28 provinces in Vietnam where viruses were isolated. Each
of the eight 28 × 28 distance matrices was then associated with the 28 latitude and longitude
coordinates of the province centroids as calculated in the GIS. Collapsing the matrices was
preferred over randomly assigning viruses to geographic locations within the provinces as to
avoid falsely detecting genetic boundaries between viruses located in the same provinces.
In wombling, magnitude indicates the average absolute slope of surfaces at a point, and
direction indicates the orientation of the slope (Barbujani et al. 1989). A triangulation
wombling procedure was implemented in PASSaGE to account for the irregular spatial
sampling of the influenza datapoints (Rosenberg and Anderson 2010). Under triangulation
wombling, potential boundary elements are located at the center of Delaunay triangles
created among the observed datapoints. For each boundary element, the magnitude is
calculated as
where f(x, y) = ax + by + c and constants a, b, and c are calculated from
The direction of the slope of change is calculated at each boundary element as (Rosenberg
and Anderson 2010)
Once the surface of genetic change, with magnitude and direction calculated at each
boundary element, is created, neighboring boundary elements are linked into boundaries if
they satisfied three criteria. The first is that they fall into the top 10% of all calculated
magnitudes. The second is that the directions of the two boundary elements must be <90°
different, so that boundary elements of opposing gradients are not connected (Figure 1).
Finally, boundary elements are connected into boundaries only if the angle of their
connection is >30° different than the direction of the slope. The so-called singleton
boundaries consist of barrier elements that have magnitudes of change large enough to meet
the first criteria, but that are not located next to other boundary elements that meet the
criteria. The statistical significance (P < 0.10) of all detected boundaries was evaluated
based on 999 random permutations of the input data 28 × 28 matrix. Boundaries were
mapped onto province centroids in the dataset to visualize their spatial patterns.
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Given the temporal range of the dataset, spanning 5 years of viral isolation, the potential
existed for year-specific genetic boundaries to be obscured in an analysis of the overall
dataset. To detect the presence of such boundaries, the 125 viruses were divided into three
separate temporally contiguous groups: those that occurred between 1/1/2003–12/31/2004
(55 viruses), 1/1/2004–12/31/2005 isolates (82 viruses), and 1/1/2005–12/31/2007 isolates
(70 viruses). The 2005–2007 group is considered temporally contiguous in light of the lack
of reported H5N1 in Vietnam in 2006. Eight genetic distance matrices (one for each gene
segment) were then generated for these viral groupings, again with the genetic distances for
isolates from the same province being averaged. Wombling was then performed on all eight
genetic matrices for each of the three groupings, and the results were mapped onto the
province centroids in the dataset.
Results
Two principal components with eigenvalues of >1 were detected in the analysis of the eight
straight-line influenza genetic distances. The first component accounted for 47.2% of the
variance in the dataset, the second accounted for 37.3%, for a total explanation of 84.5% of
the variance. When the PCA scores for these two factors were graphed for all 125 viruses
based on the location of incidence (in either northern or southern Vietnam) some regional
distinctions in PCA scores were observed (Figure 2). Northern and southern viral PCA
scores were mixed across the upper and lower left quadrants of the graph (negative Factor 1
scores, both positive and negative Factor 2 scores). A cluster of southern H5N1 viruses is
seen at the positive end of the Factor 1 scale, this cluster also includes one northern virus.
Smoothing the PCA scores across a map of Vietnam (Figure 3) further indicates the
extension of southern viruses across the full range of Factor 1 and the position of both
northern and southern viruses across the range of Factor 2. Areas of both high and low
Factor 1 PCA scores are seen in southern Vietnam, indicating potential barrier zones for
gene flow. Both positive and negative PCA Factor 2 scores are seen in northern and
southern Vietnam, also indicating the possibility of barriers.
Stratifying the PCA scores by year of viral incidence indicated that the temporal
characteristics of the viruses might also be strongly connected to the genetic characteristics
of the viruses (Figure 4). Viruses from 2003 to 2004 exhibit primarily negative PCA scores
for both factors, while 2005 viruses cluster in the negative Factor 1 and positive Factor 2
quadrant. Viruses isolated in 2007 are located solely in the cluster of highly positive Factor
1 scores.
Results from womble analyses of the eight 28 × 28 genetic distance matrices detected
multiple boundaries to gene flow on each gene segment (Table 1). Of these genetic
boundaries, only those detected for the PB1 and the NS gene segments are statistically
significant in the randomization trials.
The location, magnitude, and direction of the PB1 and NS boundary elements and
boundaries are mapped in Figure 5. A single genetic boundary connects three high-
magnitude (high gradient of genetic change) PB1 boundary elements in a small area of
northern Vietnam, with directions of change to the north. A singleton boundary element is
located in the southwestern portion of the map, outside of the Vietnam study area, with a
genetic slope towards the west. The location of this boundary element is due to the concave
nature of Vietnam’s boundaries with Cambodia and Laos, such that when the Delaunay
triangulation of points was generated some vertices fall outside of the political boundary of
Vietnam. NS boundaries are found in both northern and southern Vietnam. A northern NS
boundary consists of a singleton boundary element with a large magnitude and is in a
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southwestern direction away from the locations of viral incidence. Three southern NS
genetic boundary elements, with gradient directions towards the west, are connected into a
single boundary. Again, this boundary extends outside of the border of Vietnam, and is due
to the connection of data points via straight lines without political constraints.
Boundary detection for viruses stratified by year of incidence (into three temporally
contiguous sets) found statistically significant barriers to gene flow only in 2003–2004
viruses on the PB1 and NP gene segments (Table 2). While boundaries were detected in
other years and on all other gene segments, randomization analysis indicated that they were
not unexpected.
The location, direction, and magnitude of these significant barriers can be seen in Figure 6.
Nearly identical boundaries were detected for PB1 and NP, located in northern Vietnam and
connecting boundary elements with high magnitude and directed towards the northeast (the
PB1 boundary also connects to a boundary element directed towards the southwest). A
singleton boundary element with a high magnitude was detected in southern Vietnam among
2003–2004 NP genetic distances, and is directed from southwest to northeast.
Despite the lack of statistical significance for the bulk of detected boundary elements and
connected boundaries, the majority of high-magnitude boundary elements identified across
all years and all eight gene segments were located in northern Vietnam. The direction of
gene flow along these northern boundary elements was almost exclusively to the north and
northwest, indicating that rates of genetic difference drop from south to north in northern
Vietnam. Boundary elements in southern Vietnam were detected only in the 2003–2004 and
2004–2005 datasets, and there were no overall patterns to the direction of these magnitudes
as are observed in the northern boundary elements. Additionally, no boundaries or boundary
elements were found that divided the gene flow between northern and southern viruses.
Discussion
Areas of genetic discontinuity, where there are barriers to gene flow, do exist among highly
pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza viruses in Vietnam. However, these genetic boundaries
vary temporally and by gene segment rather than existing statically in space. Rather, viral
evolution in Vietnam is driven by the amount of time that viruses have had to mix and
mutate, and viruses appear to be able to spread across the landscape with few impediments.
Results from the PCA indicate that genetic characteristics of H5N1 viruses are heavily
influenced by the year in which they occur, such that viruses isolated in 2003 and 2004 have
very different PCA scores than those isolated in 2007. Viruses isolated in southern Vietnam
had greater diversity in PCA scores than did those isolated in northern Vietnam, and
smoothed maps of the PCA scores indicated that, for Factor 1, genetic boundaries were more
likely to be found in southern Vietnam than northern. Mapping Factor 2 scores suggested
that boundaries could also be located in northern Vietnam. While using PCA for studies of
underlying population structure has been cautioned recently, due to the emergence of
seemingly non-random sinusoidal patterns even when migration is spatiotemporally
homogeneous, we believe that the PCA results obtained are still representative of underlying
genetic structure of the dataset (Novembre and Stephens 2008). Figure 4 evidences no
sinuosity along geographically connected observations, but rather a mixing of both northern
and southern viruses at the lower end of the first PC.
Few statistically significant barriers were detected in the womble analyses, either on the
overall dataset or the temporally stratified datasets. The location of the significant boundary
on the NS gene segment in the overall womble analysis seems to indicate that there is a
barrier to gene flow between southern Vietnam and the west, i.e., Cambodia, with genetic
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diversity falling from east to west, as indicated by the arrows signaling gradient direction.
While we did not explicitly test for barriers between Vietnamese and Cambodian isolates,
these results suggest further study and also confirm previous work examining gene flow
across borders (Wallace and Fitch 2008). The significant boundaries for the all-years PB1
gene segment, the 2003–2004 PB1 gene segment, and the 2003–2004 NP gene segment
were located in northern Vietnam, dividing isolates in the provinces surrounding Hanoi,
with gene flow decreasing from south to north. This area was also the site of the majority of
boundary elements detected in the non-significant womble analyses, rather than the south, as
the PCA Factor 1 map would have suggested. These results suggest that northern Vietnam,
more so than southern, is the site of small geographic areas with high rates of genetic
change.
The gene segments for which boundaries were detected, PB1, NP, and NS, are all internally
located in influenza viruses. Each of these three gene segments encode for different
characteristics of influenza infections. Mutations on the PB1 gene segment are reported to
be responsible for viruses in ducks being pathogenic versus non-pathogenic viruses, and
both the PB1 and NP affect replication strengths of viruses (Hulse-Post et al. 2007;
Wasilenko et al. 2008). The NP gene is also linked to high pathogenicity of H5N1 viruses in
chickens, and NP mutations may influence the adaptation of viruses from ducks to chicken
populations (Wasilenko et al. 2008; Tada et al. 2011). The NS protein is believed to boost
H5N1 virulence by affecting host immune responses in two ways: blocking interferons, thus
hiding infection from immune system sensors, and boosting proinflammatory cytokines,
encouraging systemic rather than localized infection (Geiss et al. 2002; Neumann and
Kawaoka 2006; Gambotto et al. 2008). Exploration of genetic structure among AIV in
migratory flyways also found limited gene flow among NP and NS gene segments, although
not for PB1 genes (Lam et al. 2011). Locations of genetic discontinuity only on these
internal segments, rather than the surface HA and NA gene segments, indicate that perhaps
the location of gene segments within viruses affect the likelihood of boundaries to gene flow
occurring.
A general pattern of H5N1 viral dispersal has been suggested for Vietnam, wherein viruses
are introduced across the Chinese border into northern Vietnam. In northern Vietnam,
viruses begin to interact and mutate, before gradually spreading southward (Wan et al.
2008). Viruses in southern Vietnam then begin to evolve and adapt to local conditions and
diverge from the northern seed populations. This north to south movement is likely driven
by movement of people and birds between the major population centers around Hanoi and
Ho Chi Minh City. This general model is supported by our findings, that Hanoi and the
surrounding province are the site of numerous boundaries to gene flow, and also high rates
of genetic distance, and that southern Vietnam is also a site for divergent PCA scores and
significant boundaries and boundary elements, but that central Vietnam is not a barrier zone
for gene flow. While we had few samples from central Vietnam, womble analysis would
still have detected rapid rates of genetic change from northern to central or central to
southern regions, or would have indicated that central Vietnam, with its relatively lower
human and poultry population density, acts as a regional sink for genetic change.
Our study is limited by the number of H5N1 samples used, and by the necessity of assigning
those samples to only 28 geographic locations, the centroids of the province of isolation.
This means that no barriers to genetic drift within a province can be detected. Additionally,
genetic diversity within a province is necessarily reduced to one aggregate measure. Perhaps
if more detailed geographic locations of viral incidence were available we would see
different patterns of barrier presence or absence across northern and southern provinces. It is
unlikely, however, that these data constraints are responsible for the lack of barriers to gene
drift found in central Vietnam.
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The lack of widespread or temporally continuous boundaries in the analyses is consistent
with previous research on the genetic character of H5N1 avian influenza in Vietnam. Trend
surface analyses of H5N1 influenza’s movement across Asia from 2003 to 2009 found no
evidence that land-based physical environmental barriers, such as mountains, affected the
direction or speed of viral movement, although oceans did (Li et al. 2011). While our work
did not correlate the presence or the absence of barriers with underlying population and
environment features, our findings do suggest that no temporally static and spatially
unvarying barriers exist in Vietnam to slow genetic drift of influenza viruses. Thus, while
genetic characteristics of viruses do vary across Vietnam, it is not in such a way as to
suggest the driving force of boundaries to gene flow. Rather, we hypothesize that genetic
differences between northern and southern viruses previously observed are likely the result
of gradual changes over time and space unimpeded by barriers and facilitated by human and
poultry population movements. Surveys of sellers in live bird markets found that
inexperienced poultry traders were more likely than experienced vendors to purchase birds
from areas with prior H5N1 outbreaks, that poultry traders drew upon bird stocks across
multiple geographic areas, and that birds were allowed to leave liver bird markets and be re-
introduced into different flocks than they had originated, supporting this hypothesis about
gradual genetic change over space/time (Magalhães et al. 2010). It also suggests that
vaccination of poultry may be of less importance for H5N1 prevention and containment than
control measures undertaken in Thailand to limit movement of live birds between farm and
market (Paul et al. 2010). If there are few barriers to the movement of H5N1 across the
Vietnamese landscape, and this movement is facilitated by population mobility, then patchy
vaccination would be rendered ineffective by the introduction of exposed or contaminated
humans and poultry from surrounding areas. Further research is needed to correlate such
population–environment mobility variables with genetic change, since as yet the majority of
population–environment research related to H5N1 has considered viral incidence rather than
viral genetic change (Gilbert et al. 2006, 2008; Paul et al. 2010; Li et al. 2011; Martin et al.
2011).
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Two criteria for boundary element connections. In drawing 1, two boundary elements
(represented by circles) may be connected into a boundary because the directions of their
associated slopes are <90° different. The third boundary element in drawing 1 has an
opposing direction and will not be combined into a boundary. Two boundary elements in
drawing 2 will be connected into a boundary because the bearing of the connection is >30°
different than the direction of the slope. The third boundary element in drawing 2 has similar
bearing for both the boundary connection and the direction of change, so connecting this
would not accurately reflect the presence of a boundary. Adapted from Rosenberg and
Anderson (2010).
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PCA scores for the first two factors, plotted according to region of viral incidence.
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Interpolated factor scores for the first and second principal components. Average factor
scores were created for provinces with more than one H5N1 influenza virus.
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PCA factor scores according to year of viral isolation.
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Statistically significant boundaries detected in the overall 2003–2007 dataset. Black circles
indicate province centroids. Boundary elements are represented in light gray, thickness
indicates degree of magnitude and arrows indicate the direction of the gradient. Boundary
connections are represented in dark gray.
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Statistically significant barriers detected in 2003–2004 viruses. Province centroids are
shown in black circles, individual boundary elements in light gray, and connected
boundaries in dark gray. Magnitude is indicated by thickness, while direction of genetic
gradient is indicated by an arrow.
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